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Department of Fashion Design

Teaching Goals

At the rise of the cultural and creative industries, fashion has 
occupied the central attention in the global creative economies. The 

departmental aim is to cultivate fashion talents and develop their 

practical skills in two disciplines, these of fashion design and fashion 

styling. Chief among the department’s interests is for students to be 

able to develop and combine their design skills to the demands of the 

industry in both fashion design and also fashion styling since fashion 

is currently a truly global industry. Students will develop his/her 

expertise by combining the skills and knowledge they have gained 

in the department together with appropriate work ethics. These 

expertise will allow them to achieve their future career in the industry 

or further studies at both domestic and international levels. 

Department Features

Cultivating professional talents for “fashion design” and “fashion 

styling” is the main direction and feature of the department. With the 

support of “fashion business” training, we enhance the employability 

of students. Then, we combine innovative thinking and creative ideas 

and apply them to professional practice and instruction.

In addition to courses on professional skills and basic theory 

training, we include aptitude and competency adaptive, graded and 

differentiated courses in the curriculum. We also invite masters in 

learning efficacy of students. We are also dedicated to industry-

academia collaboration and exchange. Apart from launching 

collaborative design between students and the business under faculty 

supervision, we sign internship agreements and introduce talent 

cultivation programs in collaboration with enterprises to stimulate 

the design potential of students and for enterprises to select elite 

designers; and developing team cooperation, stress resistance, and 

workplace ethics ins another goal of such arrangements. In addition, 

we spare no effort in promoting and implementing international 

exchange and learning with Europe, the USA, Japan, and South 

Korea to broaden learning horizons and enrich an international view 

to equip students with the multicultural design ability for them to 

smoothly connect with employment in fashion-related business after 

education.
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Further Study and Career

Though differentiated expertise planning, we aim to assist students 

adaptively.

•  Further study:

Students can pursue postgraduate study in disciplines including 

fashion design, fashion styling, fashion and media design, applied 

arts, plastic arts, creative design, and applied design in education 

establishment at home and abroad.

•  Career:

(1) Fashion designers, fashion planners, and fashion purchasers.

planners, image planners and consultants, accessory 

designers.

(3) Marketing planning of the fashion industry and microbusiness 

entrepreneurship.
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